1	INTRODUCTION.
till a late period in th* history of man is to be found in
the adverse nature of their physical environment. Their
ancestors had to struggle against Nature in a way
to which the ancient Egyptians, Babylonians, Hindus
aod Chinese were utter strangers. The struggle has
left its impress on the character of the nations of North-
Western Europe. Combative qualities have been high-
ly developed in them. They are active, energetic, per-
severing, enterprising, and resolute. * These qualities
* The resoluteness is sometimes carried to a fault, A course of
action once decided upon is resolutely persisted in, however palpable
its iniquity may be. This feature becomes specially pronounced out«
side Europe, where the European appears to entertain a somewhat in-
ordinate sense of the duty of maintaining his prestige and his vested
interests,
* "The necessity of not injuring" says Malcolm "the impression
upon which the very foundation of our authority rests, obliges Govern*
ment to carry through, at all hazards, every dispute and contest with
the inhabitants of our own provinces, or tfyose of any State which we
protect. The measures of a local officer which occasion this necessity y
may be disapproved of; but our name and ascendancy must be support-
ed, and victory must, on any terms, be obtained; for we cannot long
exist if our strength be even doubted." (Malcolm's »' Central India"
1823, Vol. IL, pp. 367-268),
"There is nothing more^common," says Lecky, "than for men who
in private life are models of the most scrupulous integrity to justify or
excuse the most flagrant afts of political dishonesty and violence. ,.
Not uhfrequently too by a curious moral paradox, political crimes are
closely connected with national virtues. A people who are submissive,
gentle and loyal., fall by reason of these very qualities under a despo-
tic government, but this uncontrolled power has never failed to exerciHt?
a most pernicious influence on rulers, and their numerous acts of

